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He 111 Starting Model 

 

You will begin your campaign with a He 111 P-1. If it is irreparable, shot down or you need 

to replace it for any other reason you will receive a brand new He 111 H-2. When your H-2 is 

finished you will receive an H-3. 

 

Tour of Duty: You will fly until you are captured, sent home due to wounds, killed in action 

or the war is over. 

 

As an option you can roll on the following table for your starting model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The He 111 P models were produced from 1939 to around 1940. It was the first model with 

the well-known glassed in nose. The H-Model came into production shortly after and was 

used throughout the war. It became outdated after 1942 and was mostly used as transport, 

although in the Mediterranean it continued its role of a bomber. It was also used to launch V-

1s and as a glider tug.   

 

As an option to the replacement aircraft you can roll on this table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this He 111 B-17: Queen of the Skies Variant, the difference between the models will be as 

follows: 

 

He 111 P-1 

Crew: 4 - Pilot, Observer (Bombardier/Navigator), Wireless Operator, Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Nose Gun fired by Observer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Dorsal Gun fired by Wireless Operator 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Ventral Gun fired by Engineer 

 

He 111 H-2: 

Crew: 4 - Pilot, Observer (Bombardier/Navigator), Wireless Operator, Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Nose Gun fired by Observer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Dorsal Gun fired by Wireless Operator 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Ventral Gun fired by Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Left Side Gun fired by Wireless Operator or Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Right Side Gun fired by Wireless Operator or Engineer 

 

He 111 Starting Model 

D6 Model 
1-4 P-1 

 5-6 H-2 

The P-2 differs only from the P-1 in the radio equipment. 
The H-0 and H-1 are similar to the P-2, but has different engines. 
The H-2 is similar to H-1, but with more guns. 

He 111 Replacement Model 

D6 Model 
1-2 H-2 

 3-6 H-3 (From Nov. 1939. P-4 in September 1939.) 

The H-3 is virtually the same as the P-4. One of the differences 
lie in the engines. The Bf 109 needed the DB 601 Engines of the 
P-Model, so the H-3 received Jumo 211 power plants. 
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He 111 H-3: 

Crew: 5 - Pilot, Observer (Bombardier/Navigator), Nose Gunner, Wireless Operator, Engineer 

Armament: 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Nose Gun fired by Nose Gunner 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Dorsal Gun fired by Wireless Operator 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Ventral Gun fired by Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Left Side Gun fired by Wireless Operator or Engineer 

1x MG 15 7.92 mm Right Side Gun fired by Wireless Operator or Engineer 

1x MG FF 20 mm Forward Ventral Cannon fired by Engineer 

Bomb Bay Auxiliary Tank can be installed. 

 

Explanation of the Crew Positions 

There is no question about what the pilot does, but a new position is the Observer. He will sit 

beside the Pilot and navigate, and when it is time for the bomb run he will move to the bomb 

sight, aim and drop the bombs. The Observer is the Bombardier and Navigator from B-17 

combined in one crew man. When there is no Nose Gunner, the Observer will fire the nose 

gun. He can move without penalty from his seat to the nose gun or the bomb sight and back 

again. (Not featured in this variant is the Observer-Pilot, a crew man qualified both as an 

Observer and Pilot. He can take over the controls if the Pilot is wounded or killed in action.) 

 

The Wireless Operator is the Radio Operator from B-17. He will sit by the wireless radio and 

monitor the radio traffic and intercom. He is also a gunner and will fire the dorsal machine 

gun. He can also fire the right or left side gun. 

 

The Engineer has the same function as the Engineer in B-17. He will fire the ventral cannon 

or machine gun, and the left or right side gun. 

 

The Nose Gunner lies on his stomach in the nose of the bomber, in front of the Pilot and 

Observer. He fires the nose gun and keeps his eyes open for enemy fighters, but can also 

move to another position if he must fire a gun at a vacant position. 

 

Your first Assignment. 

Now that you know which He 111 model you are flying, it is time to name it, your crew and 

decide which Kampfgeschwader (Bomber Group) you belong to. The mission maps are 

different for all groups and their insignia is near the starting zone, Zone 0. Zone 0, the green 

small circle, does not always mark the location of your base, but what can be seen as an 

Assembly Area for the groups nearby. 

 

Kampfgeschwader 1: Your home base is Montdidier or Rosieres en Senterre in Northern 

France. I/KG 1 (1
st
 Group of Kampfgeschwader 1) and II/KG 1 are at Montdidier. Stab (HQ) 

and III/KG 1 are at Rosieres en Senterre. (According to one Order of Battle 

(http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html) all groups have the H-Model of the He 

111.) 

 
A Heinkel He 111H in 4 Staffel KG 1 markings 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html 

 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html
http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html
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Kampfgeschwader 53 shares the same map as KG 1. Stab, I/KG 53, II/KG 53, and III/KG 53  

are based at Lille. (All groups have the H-Model of the He 111.) 

 
A Heinkel He 111H in 9 Staffel KG 53 markings 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html 
 

 

Kampfgeschwader 4: You are based in the Netherlands. III/KG 4 is at Schiphol, near 

Amsterdam. II/KG 4 is at Eindhoven. (Both groups have the P-Model.) Stab and I/KG 4 is at 

Soesterberg. (Stab has the P-Model and I/KG 4 is equipped with the H-Model.) 

 

Kampfgeschwader 55: II/KG 55 of this group is located at Chartres, France. I/KG 55 is at 

Dreux. (Each Gruppe has both the P- and H- Model.) Stab and III/KG 55 is at Villacoublay. 

(They have the P-Model.) 

 

Kampfgeschwader 27: Stab and I/KG 27 are at Tours, France. II/KG 27 is at Bourges, 

approximately 70 miles South-East of Tours. III/KG 27 is based at Rennes in Brittany, 

France. (All units have the P- and H- Model. http://www.ww2.dk/air/kampf/kg27.htm) 

 

Some intelligence about the Geschwader Composition 

A Geschwader can be compared to a USAAF Wing. It is divided in to three to four Gruppen, 

each with three to four Staffel with 9-16 planes each. The Geschwader and each Gruppe has a 

Stab (HQ) flight with three to four planes. A Geschwader does not always operate as a unit 

with its Gruppen together. The Gruppen often operate independently.  

 

The Staffel is commanded by the Staffelkapitän (squadron commander) with the rank of 

Hauptmann (captain) or Oberleutnant (First Lieutenant). A Major (major) or Hauptmann 

commands the Gruppe (Gruppekommandeur) and the Geschwaderkommandeur is a Major, 

Oberstleutnant (lieutenant colonel)or Oberst (colonel). 

 

A Kampf –bomber- geschwader is a bomber wing. There are also Jagd –fighter- geschwader, 

Zerstörer –destroyer- geschwader and several other types of wings. The Luftwaffe has dive 

bomber wings, transport-, night fighter-, fast bomber wings and ground attack wings, plus 

other units, night ground attack groups and training schools for instance. 
(http://users.hol.gr/~nowi/luftorg/ and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luftwaffe_Organisation and 

http://www.jg1.org/show.php?pg=command (IL-2 Flight Sim Group) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kampfgeschwader_55 and http://www.taphilo.com/JG26/index.shtml for more 

information)  
 

Some intelligence about the Luftwaffe Ranks 

I have no idea how the ranks were spread in a Luftwaffe bomber crew. I found some fighter 

pilots with the rank of Gefreiter, which is equivalent to Private First Class in the USAAF. I 

suspect that the Luftwaffe had NCO pilots like the RAF.  Below is a list of the Luftwaffe rank 

insignias and a suggested starting position in the crew. (http://www.xs4all.nl/%7Erhorta/jgrank.htm 

and http://www.packrat-toyz.com/Reference/luftwaffe.htm and http://lafforce.tripod.com/luftwaff.htm and 

http://members.aol.com/dheitm8612/rank.htm and http://www.jagdgeschwader53.biz/html/structure/ranks.htm 

and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stabsfeldwebel for more information) 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/luftflotteII.html
http://www.ww2.dk/air/kampf/kg27.htm
http://users.hol.gr/~nowi/luftorg/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luftwaffe_Organisation
http://www.jg1.org/show.php?pg=command
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kampfgeschwader_55
http://www.taphilo.com/JG26/index.shtml
http://www.xs4all.nl/~rhorta/jgrank.htm
http://www.packrat-toyz.com/Reference/luftwaffe.htm
http://lafforce.tripod.com/luftwaff.htm
http://members.aol.com/dheitm8612/rank.htm
http://www.jagdgeschwader53.biz/html/structure/ranks.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stabsfeldwebel
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* In this variant Pilots and Observers will be Fahnenjunker, Fähnrich, or Oberfähnrich. The 

same ranks, but Nose Gunners, Wireless Operators and Engineers will be Unterfeldwebel, 

Feldwebel or Oberfeldwebel. 

 

“ Hauptfeldwebel and Stabsfeldwebel will not be a rank for flight crews. 

LUFTWAFFE RANKS 

Insignia Title USAAF RAF Position 

- Flieger Private Aircraftsman 
2nd Class 

Gunner 

 

Gefreiter Private First 
Class 

Aircraftsman 
1st Class 

Gunner 

 

Obergefreiter Corporal Leading 
Aircraftsman 

Wireless 
Operator, 
Engineer, 

 

Hauptgefreiter Sergeant None Wireless 
Operator, 
Engineer 

 

Unteroffizier Staff Sergeant Corporal Observer, 
Observer-
Pilot, Pilot 

 

Fahnenjunker* 
also 
Unterfeldwebel  

None None Observer, 
Observer-
Pilot, Pilot 

 

Fähnrich* 
also 
Feldwebel 

Technical 
Sergeant 

Sergeant  

 

Oberfeldwebel Master 
Sergeant 

Flight Sergeant  

 

Oberfähnrich* Flight Officer Warrant Officer  

 

Hauptfeldwebel“ First Sergeant   

 

Stabsfeldwebel” 
(special rank – 
enlist for 25 yrs) 

None None  
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The First Mission 

Your first mission will be on July 10, 1940, the official date of the beginning of the Battle of 

Britain. Roll on the Target List to find your target. Don’t forget to check that it is the correct 

Target List for your Kampfgeschwader. Then check the Gazetteer and fill out the B-1 and B-2 

modifiers on the Mission Chart. (See also Gazetteer and RAF Defense Areas on page 10.) 

 

Next step on the Check list is to bring out the He 111 G- Tables. Before take-off you must 

find out what the RAF Communications and Activity will be for the day on He 111 Table G-

1. If they have Bad/Low or Good/Heavy there will be modifiers on Table B-1 and B-2. The 

modifiers are added to the values from the Gazetteer on both day and night missions. 

 

Roll for Weather over Target and Weather over Base at Take-Off and Landing on He 111 

Table G-2, Weather. If there is Very Good Weather on the mission, there will also be a 

LUFTWAFFE RANKS 
OFFICERS 

Insignia Title USAAF RAF Position 

 

Leutnant Second 
Lieutenant 

Pilot Officer  

 

Oberleutnant First 
Lieutenant 

Flying Officer  

 

Hauptmann Captain Flight Lieutenant  

 

Major Major Squadron Leader  

 

Oberstleutnant Lieutenant 
Colonel 

Wing 
Commander 

 

 

Oberst Colonel Group Captain  

 

Generalmajor Brigadier 
General 

Air Commodore  

 

Generalleutnant Major 
General 

Air Vice Marshal  

 

General der 
Flieger 

Lieutenant 
General 

Air Marshal  

 

Generaloberst General Air Chief Marshal  

 

Generalfeld-
marshall 

5-Star 
General 

Marshal of the 
Royal Air Force 

 

None Reichmarshall None None  
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modifier for the Bomb Run, the B-1 and B-2 modifiers, plus a few more. (Check the notes on 

He 111 Table G-2 for details.) As an option when Fair, Poor or Bad Weather is forecast 

over the target, you can roll a D6 before any actions in the Target Zone. If you use this 

option ignore the modifiers for He 111 Table O-6, Bomb Run. If the die roll falls within 

the range on the table bomb run is not possible. You can choose to abort or go around for a 

second bomb run. Roll D6 again before any actions in the second turn. You may go around 

for as many turns as you like, but He 111 Table B-2, Fighter Waves in the Target Zone is +1 

per turn after the first. Example: The Weather Forecast is Poor Weather over Target. After 

you have entered the Target Zone, before any other actions, roll the optional D6 on He 111 

Table G-2, Weather, by Poor Weather. The die roll is “5” which results in a cloud covered 

target. You decide to go around for a second run, but first finish Fighter Combat and Flak To 

Hit. You have decided to go around for another Bomb Run. Roll the Optional D6 again and 

then on He 111 Table B-2 for Fighter Waves with +1 on die roll. On a third bomb run you 

would add 2. 

    

You must also roll for the amount of Flak over Target, He 111 Table G-3. (As an option you 

can either roll again in the Target Zone, or skip it at this step and roll for flak when you are in 

the Target Zone.) If a Target has “Balloons” (from the Target List) roll on the right hand 

column under Balloon Coverage. Balloons will only affect you if you fly a Low-Level 

Mission (see Low-Level Mission on page or Dive Bomb the Target (see Dive Bomb on page 

20). 

 

You will fly in a formation which will be called Staffelkeil (squadron wedge). The wedge is 

made up of three to four Kettenkeile (flights). Each Staffelkeil will join the group and 

assemble for a Gruppenkolonne (group column). For more information on Luftwaffe 

formations please visit http://www.luftarchiv.de/index.htm?/luftwaffe/jagd.htm  

 

To find our where your bomber is in the formation follow these steps: 

1. Roll on He 111 Table G-4 – 1: Position in Kettenkeil. A Pilot’s experience will modify 

the die roll. 

2. Decide where your Kettenkeile is in the Staffel on He 111 Table G-4 – 2: Kettenkeil in 

Staffel. A Pilot’s experience will modify the die roll. Enemy fighters will be removed 

from the wave if your Kettenkeile is Lead or Tail. Make the note on the Mission Chart. 

(Historical Note: It was not always the squadron commander (Staffelkapitän) who led 

the Staffel. It was often a more experienced pilot.) 

3. Decide where your Staffel is flying in the Gruppe on He 111 Table G-4 – 3: Staffel in 

Gruppe. There is a modifier on the Bomb Run for the Lead and Tail Staffel. 

4. Find where your Gruppekolonne is in the Geschwader on He 111 Table G-4 – 4: 

Gruppekolonne in Geschwader. The Lead Gruppe has a modifier on Flak over Target 

and the Tail Gruppe will roll one extra Flak to Hit. If you are flying in the Tail Staffel 

in the Tail Gruppe Bomb Run will be –1. 

5. Finally decide the Mission Altitude. At lower altitudes you will not need oxygen. Any 

hit to the oxygen will be a hit to the system, but a superficial hit as it does not affect 

the mission. Flying at a lower altitude will also increase the chance to hit your target 

and the flak level can be tougher. (See Oxygen on page 23 and 26.) 

 

The last on your pre-mission check list is Fighter Escort. Each mission will have fighter 

escorts. Roll on He 111 Table G-5, Fighter Cover. Bf 110 (The German name for the Me 110) 

was a heavy escort fighter, but it had many problems with the more agile Spitfires and 

Hurricanes. It would need its own escort to be effective. It was later withdrawn from the 

http://www.luftarchiv.de/index.htm?/luftwaffe/jagd.htm
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escort and day fighting duties on the West Front and was later successfully used as a night 

fighter. Your mission can be escorted by only Bf 110s, in which case there will be a modifier 

on He 111 Table M-3, Fighter Cover. 

 

The range for Bf 109s (or a mix of Bf 109s and Bf 110s is 5 zones) and when you are escorted 

by only Bf 110s, Fighter Cover Range is 6 Zones. 

 

 

 

Kettenkeile (flight) from the front and above: 

  
 

 

 

Staffelkeile (squadron) from above (four Kettenkeile, 4
th

 behind the lead): 
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Gruppenkolonne (group) from above: 
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Gazetteer and RAF Defense Areas 

I wanted to reflect the early warning system somehow, but wasn't sure how to do it. I tried to 

find some info about where the stations were located and their range. There were two types; 

low level and high level stations. The high level range was a little over 100 miles and the low 

was about 50 miles if I remember correctly. 

 

The first zone within the range of the high altitude radar will usually have a -2 B-1 modifier. 

In zones which are mostly outside of the range have a modifier of -3. These modifiers 

represent the time it takes for the radar operator to spot the bombers on the radar and for him 

(or her) to notify HQ which in turn must notify the squadrons and so on, and then the fighters 

must scramble to intercept. If there's low RAF Activity, the chance of meeting fighters is -1, 

but if the activity is heavy there is a +1 of meeting fighters. If heavy and you are in a -3 zone 

it will now be -2 because of a RAF patrol nearby who can intercept. 

 

Some zones have +0 Gazetteer modification and others +1. This can be because of fighter 

heavy areas or the bombers have been on radar for a long time. 

 

The RAF Defense Areas are based on the location of RAF Groups (10, 11, 12 and 13) and are 

marked on the Map Board and Gazetteer as A, B, C, D, E, 12 or 13. In Basic Game Play all 

day fighters will be Spitfires or Hurricanes and Blenheims will be the only night fighters in 

the air. The RAF Defense Areas can be ignored in Basic Game Play. If you would like to 

play with some Advanced guidelines, you must be aware of especially RAF Defense Area 

A-E. These will determine what type of fighters you can face. For example, Gladiators will 

only be met in a B- and E- Area. The Defense Area will be referred to in the Gazetteer as (A), 

(B), (C), (D), (E), (12) or (13) to the right of the modifier and terrain. Example from the KG 

55 Gazetteer – Manston Aerodrome, Zone 5: -1/+1/E-W (D) *  

 

 Explanation on the Gazetteers 

 They are listed in alphabetical order with Type of Target first and then the 

Target location. 

 The Gazetteers usually range from Zone 1 to Zone 10 with Zones 1 to 5 on 

page one and Zone 6 to 10 on page 2. 

 If “None” appears in a Zone, no fighters will be present. Do not roll on He 

111 Table B-1. 

 The number on the left of the slash is the modifier used on the die roll on He 

111 Table B-1 and B-2. If there are two numbers in a zone, use the left TO 

the target and the right FROM the target. 

 Terrain is to the right of the slash. W- Water; E- England; W-E – Water-

England; F- France; B- Belgium; N- the Netherlands. If the He 111 must 

make a controlled landing or the crew make a controlled bailout, you can 

choose where to come down in a zone, but in an uncontrolled emergency a 

die roll must determine the fate of your bomber and crew men. 

 The RAF Defense Areas are to the right of the terrain as (A) – (E), (12) or 

(13). 

 The asterix (*) marks the Target Zone. Check page two of the Gazetteer for 

missions longer than 5 Zones. 
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Take-Off 

When you release your brakes and speed down the runway, things can go wrong… Roll on He 

111 Table G-12, Take Off. It is possible to crash or make an emergency landing. If you 

survive and your He 111 is not too damaged, you can try another take-off. 

 

To and from the Target 

There are no changes from the original rules in B-17: Queen of the Skies. Roll on He 111 

Table B-1 normally, on DAY for day missions and NIGHT for night missions.  

 

 He 111 Table B-1 

The B-1 table in He 111 looks slightly different from the original B-17 B-1. It is 

divided into two sections. On the left is the “DAY” column. Roll on this when 

you fly a Day Mission. The die roll can be modified by RAF 

Activity/Communications and a modifier from the Gazetteer. On the return 

route, there is an additional +1 Die Roll modification on He 111 Table B-1 in 

each zone with a modifier on the Gazetteer. This modifier reflects the Fighting 

Spirit of RAF Fighter Pilots and their will to protect their Queen and Country. 

(No research on this though, just my imagination, and it would make your return 

trip a bit more exciting when you have fighters chasing you across the Channel.) 

 

On a Night Mission, roll on the “NIGHT” column on the right side of the table. 

Add the modifier from the Gazetteer and RAF Activity/Communications, but do 

not add the additional Fighting Spirit Modifier from above. Even though the 

night fighters may fight with the same spirit the number of night fighters in the 

air at night is less than on a day mission.  

 

Due to damage to the He 111 and other circumstances there can be further 

modifications on the die roll He 111 Table B-1. 

 

If the result of the die roll falls within the range on B-1 roll 2D6 on He 111 

Table B-3, Attacking Fighter Waves. 

 

He 111 Table B-3, Attacking Fighter Waves 

Like in B-17 you roll on Table B-3 to find out who your attackers are. In Basic 

Game Play all fighters will be Spitfires or Hurricanes and will attack from the 

positions listed on the table.  

 

Wave #26 is “No Attackers” in Basic Game Play. Wave #66 is No Attackers – 

Random Events. Roll on He 111 Table B-7 for Random Events. 

 

In the advanced version, Wave #26 is a flak zone. If the He 111 is over 

England or England-Water flak positions will fire at the bomber. Roll first for 

flak level (on B-3, Wave #26) and then Flak To Hit (three times) on  He 111 

Table O-1.  

 

Also in the advanced version, you can be attacked by other fighter types. There 

is a chance of meeting Gladiators, Fulmars and Defiants. On the right side of He 

111 Table B-3 there are two columns. “Gladiator/Fulmar” and “Defiant.” In 

Advanced Game Play these fighters will only be met in certain RAF Defense 

Areas. Replace the Spitfires or Hurricanes in the wave with the Gladiator, 
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Fulmar or Defiant according to their specific details. (See Notes on He 111 

Table B-3, Defiant on Page 28, Gladiator on page 28, & Fulmar on page 29.) 

Example: On He 111 Table B-3 Wave #23 is a Spitfire at 5 Low, but in the D-

Area (11 Group) replace it with a Defiant at 3 Level. If the He 111 was in a B-

Area, the Spitfire would be replaced with a Gladiator. 

 

OPTIONAL: When you are IN FORMATION only the first listed position 

will attack, and when you are OUT OF FORMATION all listed positions will 

attack. Example – Wave #44 – Three Spitfires at 7 High, 5 High and 6 High. In 

Formation, ONLY one Spitfire at 7 High attacks, but when out of formation, 

ALL three Spitfires attack. This crude image illustrates this situation: 

 

 
“Red Section” in a RAF Squadron attacks a formation of bombers. They all 

choose a different target, but when a bomber is out of formation, all three 

fighters attacks the same target:  

 
A wave with only one fighter attacking a bomber when in formation seems to 

reflect the RAF fighter tactics more accurately than a wave with two or more 

fighters attacking together. There were attacks with multiple fighters attacking 

one bomber, but these are not included.  

 

He 111 Table NM-2, Attacking Night Fighter (see page 22) 

He 111 Table NM-2 is the B-3 for night missions. If the result of the die roll 

falls within the range on B-1 “NIGHT” roll 2D6 on He 111 Table NM-2, 

Attacking Night Fighter. It is possible to be attacked by two night fighters in a 

zone. If the result is “2” roll twice on He 111 Table NM-2, Attacking Night 

Fighters, as if the He 111 is attacked by two waves. 

 

In Basic Game Play, all night fighters in August to September will be 

Blenheims and either Blenheims or Beaufighters in October. When the result in 

October is a Beaufighter, it is a Beaufighter attacking and a Blenheim on any 

other result. 

 

All Beaufighters will have radar, but only a few Blenheims will have this device 

installed. A fighter with radar installed has this indicated by (Rad) for Radar 
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after the name of the fighter type on He 111 Table NM-2. (A radar will increase 

the chances of a night fighter making contact with the He 111 or a successive 

attack.) 

 

In Advanced Game Play Hurricanes, Gladiators and Defiants will also be 

patrolling the night. Some of these will only be met in a certain RAF Defense 

Area. Before you go on with an advanced night mission, make sure that you are 

familiar with the RAF Defense Areas and the notes on He 111 Table NM-2. 

 

Mechanical Failures 

It is not only enemy action which can damage a bomber. There are many mechanical gadgets 

that can act up. As an option you can roll on Mechanical Failures once each zone. Roll 2D6 

once per zone after all combat is finished. If the result of this dice roll is 12, roll on He 111 

Table G-13. If you are required to spend two turns in a zone, roll only once. You must roll 

twice in the Target Zone, once after the Bomb Run and once after all combat is finished when 

you have turned around.  

 

In the Target Zone 

There are no changes from the original rules in B-17: Queen of the Skies. Roll on He 111 

Table B-2 normally, on DAY for day missions and NIGHT for night missions.  

 

He 111 Table B-2 

When the bomber has entered the Target Zone roll for fighter waves on He 111 

Table B-2. Like Table B-1 it is divided into two sections. On the left is the 

“DAY” column, and “NIGHT” to the right. The die roll on this table is also 

modified by RAF Activity/Communications and a modifier from the Gazetteer.  

In Basic Game Play it is also modified by the Poor and Bad weather modifiers 

on He 111 Table G-2, weather. (See He 111 Table G-2, and The First Mission 

on page 7.) 

 

The modifier for RAF Fighting Spirit is not added to the die roll on B-2. It is 

already represented by the slightly higher chance of meeting a wave. 

 

If the optional weather (Fair, Poor and Bad) is used (see He 111 Table G-2) 

there is a possibility of flying more than one bomb run. For each turn after the 

first add 1 to the die roll. It is cumulative. The first turn after the first is +1, the 

second turn +2, the third +3 and so on. This reflects the increased chances of 

meeting RAF fighters for each extra minute in the Target Zone. (See Going 

around for a Second Bomb Run below.) 

 

On a Night Mission, roll on the “NIGHT” column on the right side of the table. 

Add the modifier from the Gazetteer and RAF Activity/Communications and the 

weather modifiers.  

 

Due to damage to the He 111 and other circumstances there can be further 

modifications on the die roll He 111 Table B-2. 

 

If the result of the die roll falls within the range on B-2 roll 2D6 on He 111 

Table B-3, Attacking Fighter Waves on day missions and He 111 Table NM-2 

Attacking Night Fighter on night missions. 
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Flak in the Target Zone 

After fighters you must roll for Flak to Hit three times on He 111 Table O-2.  

 

Bomb Run 

The Observer rolls for Bomb Run on He 111 Table O-4. Add his skill to the die 

roll and any other modifier from He 111 Table O-4. Roll 2D6 again on He 111 

Table O-5 for Accuracy. 

 

If the optional weather guidelines are used, do not add the modifiers for Poor 

and Bad weather to the Bomb Run roll. 

 

All action of the first turn in the Target Zone is over after the Bomb Run. Check for 

Mechanical Failures (optional) and turn around and head for home. 

 

Roll again Flak To Hit three times on He 111 Table O-2 and check for fighters on He 111 

Table B-2. 

 

Going around for a Second Bomb Run 

As an option, if the weather is Fair, Poor or Bad there is a chance of the target being obscured 

by cloud. (See He 111 Table G-2.) If the target is obscured it is possible to spend one extra 

turn to try to find the target again. After Flak in the Target Zone, roll again for weather 

fighters, flak, and bomb run. (See The First Mission on page 7.) If the target is still obscured 

after the second run you may chose to abort or going around again for as many times as you 

wish. Remember that the chance of meeting RAF fighters increase for each turn after the first. 

 

 

He 111: The Spade Variant Special Details 
 

B-17: Queen of the Skies Table in He 111: The Spade 

There are only a few of the original B-17 tables used all other tables have been modified for 

this variant. Original tables used: 

 Bl-3, Fire Extinguishers. 

 Bl-4, Wounds. 

 M-5, Frostbite is not used at all in He 111. 

 M-6, Spray Fire. 

 O-7, Bombing Accuracy (but, has been re-numbered in He 111). 
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Barrage Balloons 

Barrage Balloons were balloons filled with hydrogen on cables to protect sites and air space 

from low-level bombers and dive bombers. The maximum altitude was at around 5000 ft 

(around 1500 meters). The balloons were often successful against dive bombers, making them 

abort the dive or drop the bombs too early, too high and miss the target. The He 111 was 

usually flying at higher altitudes and were not often caught in a cables, but sometimes during 

night missions, probably mostly on mine laying missions which were at low altitude this 

bomber could be brought down by a cable, or when flying at low-level for various reasons a 

He 111 could fly into a cable.  

 

Fighters often attacked balloons and shot them down with a burst of machine gun fire. This is 

reflected in He 111: The Spade by this Barrage Balloon (BB) table: 

 

 
He 111P-1 ~ H-3 

BB-1 FIGHTER COVER VS BARRAGE BALLOONS 

D6 Effect 

0-2 Unsuccessful – Bomber caught in cable on D6 1-4 (go to 
Table BB-2) or Dive Bomber Bomb Run Dive –3. 

3-4 Partly Successful – Bomber caught in cable on D6 1-2 (go to 
Table BB-2) or Dive Bomber Bomb Run Dive –2. 

5-6 Successful – No risk of being caught in a cable. 

Roll on this table before the Bomb Run. 
Good Fighter Cover: DR +1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

He 111P-1 ~ H-3 
BB-2 BALLOON CABLE VS BOMBER 

D6 Effect 

0-2 Bomber caught – Bomber KIA: Crew roll on Bailout He 111 
Table G-5. 

3 Bomber damaged: Pilot must make an uncontrolled crash 
landing He 111 Table G-10 or G-11 – Landing Modifier –4. 

4 Bomber damaged: Pilot must make a controlled crash 
landing He 111 Table G-10 or G-11 – Landing Modifier –4. 

5-6 Wing tip damaged: Superficial damage. Bomber is ok. 

Veteran Bomber Pilot (11+ Missions): DR +1. 
Novice Bomber Pilot (0-5 Missions): DR –1. 
Night: DR -1 
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He 111 H-8 Cable Cutter 

http://wp.scn.ru/en/ww2/b/315/2/0 

 

 

He 111 Cable Cutters 

In the beginning of 1941 thirty He 111 H-3s and H-5s were modified as Cable Cutters with a 

mysterious looking cable cutting device in front of the nose. These were not successful and 

were soon withdrawn from combat after one third had been shot down. The remaining twenty 

were modified as glider tugs. 

 

It is too early for the He 111 Cable Cutters in this variant, but they are included just for fun: 

 

 One or more Cable Cutters will fly ahead of the strike force on He 111 Low-Level 

Missions. 

 Before entering the Target Zone roll once on He 111 Table BB-1, Fighter Cover vs 

Balloons: The Cable Cutter is assumed to send a code to the attackers. If Unsuccessful 

or Partly Successful the Cable Cutters have been shot down or not been able to clear 

the target area of balloons. The Player may choose to abort or continue to bomb the 

Target. 

 

The Player as Cable Cutter 

The Player may choose to fly a Cable Cutter on any mission when one is needed. 

 

1. No bombs on board and no 20 mm cannon. 

2. Will fly at low-level: 

a. At night: 

i. Night Fighters: -1 on He 111 Table B-1 and B-2. 

b. At day: 

i. Fighters: -1 on He Table B-1 and B-2. 

ii. Low-Level Flak and small arms fire at the He 111. (See Low-Level 

Missions.) 

3. Fighters +1 To Hit the Cable Cutter (due to the bulky contraption on the front. The He 

111 is slower and less maneuverable.) 

4. +1 on He 111 Table Bl-1 dice roll “9” Engine. 

5. +1 on He 111 Table Bl-1 Note (f) for Runaway Engine. 

6. –1 on He 111 Table Bl-1 Note (i) for Fuel Tank Leakage. 

7. No fighters when entering the Target Zone, at Day, unless unmodified “6” is rolled on 

He 111 Table B-2: Roll D6 again: 

1-3: Dare Devil Hurricane Pilot at 6 High. 

4-6: Dare Devil Spitfire Pilot at 6 High.  

i. Before He 111 Defensive Fire, roll on He Table BB-1, 

Fighter Cover vs Balloons for the Fighter. If Unsuccessful 

or Partly Successful it may be caught by a cable. If it is 

caught, it will break off its attack. If it manages to 

maneuver past the cables it will attack the Cable Cutter 

http://wp.scn.ru/en/ww2/b/315/2/0
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from 6 High. Continue normally with combat. It will not 

make any Successive Attacks. 

8. No FLAK when entering the Target Zone – The Cable Cutter is flying below the 

balloons and flak may damage them. 

9. The Cable Cutter has a job to do in the Target Zone. Roll D6 (at Day DR +1) twice  

when it is time to cut the cables: 1-3: Few or no cables cut – unsuccessful. 4-6: 

Several cables cut – successful mission. 

10. Low-Level Flak before exiting the Target Zone. 

11. Roll normally on He 111 Table B-2 before exiting the Target Zone. 

12. –1 on He 111 Table G-10 when landing with other negative landing modifiers. 

13. –3 on He 111 Table G-11 when landing on Water. 

 

Evasive Action 

The He 111 may fly Evasive Action when it has no bombs or mines on board, is not a Cable 

Cutter, and when it is Out of Formation or flying a night mission. Evasive Action is not 

permitted on a low-level mission in this variant, but if the Player decides to climb, Evasive 

Action is allowed, but the chance of meeting a fighter increases. 

 

 He 111 Gunners To Hit on 6 – Ace Bonus applies. 

 Fighters To Hit –1 – Ace Bonus applies and –1 hit when fighter hits. 

 No Passing Shots possible. 
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NIGHT MISSIONS 

The Lancaster Variant rules are not needed, but could be helpful if you are unfamiliar with 

night missions. 

 

Kampfgruppe 100 was a German Pathfinder Gruppe which used radio beams to navigate to a 

target and dropped flares for the main strike force to aim at. This is not detailed in this variant 

at this stage, but will hopefully be added later. 

 

Mission Briefing 

1. Decide if this is a day or night mission, or let HQ send out the order: 

     

    D6: 1-4: Day Mission. 

           5-6: Night Mission. 

2. Roll on the Target List and check the Gazetteer. 

3. Roll for weather over the Target, over your base and once for the general     

weather on the route to the Target and once for the weather from the Target.  

This will modify the chance of meeting night fighters. 

 4. Roll for flak and check the Gazetteer for Barrage Balloon Coverage. 

 5. RAF Activity/Communications. 

 6. Night Mission Formation (Not on Mining Missions. See page 12):

  
He 111P-1 ~ H-3 

NM-1 NIGHT MISSION FORMATION POSITION 

D6 Position 

1 Lead – Table B-1, Night Fighter –1 and Bomb Run +0. You 
are the Lead Bomber or in one of the first bombers of the 
strike force. Night fighters have not been able to locate the 
force precisely. Night fighters +0 on return route. 

2-4 Middle – Table B-1, Night Fighter +0 and Bomb Run +1. 
You are in the middle of the strike force. Explosions from 
the bombers ahead of you lit up the target. Night fighters 
are nearer the strike force. Night fighters +0 on return 
route. 

5 Middle, Tail – Table B-1, Night Fighter +1 and Bomb Run 
+0. You are in the middle of the strike force but toward the 
tail. Explosions from the bombers ahead of you lit up the 
target. Night fighters are nearer the strike force and have a 
better fix on its location. Night fighters +1 on return route. 

6 Tail – Table B-1, Night Fighter +1 and Bomb Run -1. You 
are in the last section of the strike force or perhaps the very 
last bomber. Explosions from the bombers ahead of you lit 
up the target, but your bombs can fall in already bombed 
areas. Night fighters are nearer the strike force and have a 
good fix on its location. Night fighters +1 on return route. 

 

Take-Off, Zone 0 

 1. Check for Mechanical Failures. 

 2. Take-Off roll He 111 Table G-11. 

 3. OPTIONAL - Blenheim Night Intruder from 23 Squadron is raiding your        

                         Airfield. Roll 2D6:  

2: Night Intruder Fired upon by flak and driven    

    off/shot down – no effect on He 111. 

3-10: No event. 

11: Night Intruder attacks your bomber! One   
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       Blenheim makes a Surprise Attack on your  

       bomber from 6 high.  

- Night Fighter To Hit +2 

- Bomber is at Low-Level. 

- Bomber may not return fire. 

- Roll on Successive Attacks below. 

12: Night Intruder Fired upon by flak and driven    

      off/shot down – no effect on He 111. 

 4. Mechanical Failures. 

 5. Move into Zone 1 and check for Mechanical Failures. 

 6. Move into Zone 2. 

 

B-1 Zone 

      1. Enter the Zone and roll on He 111 Table B-1, NIGHT. 

      2. If Night Fighter is near roll on He 111 Table NM-2 (page 22) for night fighter type. 

      3. Combat: 

 a. OPTIONAL - Contact Phase (Roll D6): 

 
NIGHT FIGHTER CONTACT 

D6 Result 

1-4 No contact with the bomber. Roll on 
Mechanical Failures and move into the next 
Zone. 

5-6 Bomber spotted! Go to the Spotting Phase. 
Die Roll Modifiers: 
Night Fighter Ace Pilot: +1 
Night Fighter Green Pilot: -1 
Bomber at Low-Level: -1 
Over Water and Water-Land Zone: -1 
Poor or Bad Weather: -1 
Good or Very Good Weather: +1 
Blenheim (Rad): +2 
Beaufighter (Rad): +3 
Over England: +1 
Search Lights in the Target Zone: +1 
Caught in a Search Light: +2 
Second Night Fighter Nearby: +1 

    

 b. Spotting Phase (Roll D6): 

 
NIGHT FIGHTER SPOTTING 

D6 Result 

1-2 Night Fighter Spotted! Go to the Night 
Fighter Position Table below. 

3-6 Night Fighter is unseen… Go to Surprise 
Attack Phase. 

Die Roll Modifiers: 
Bomber with all crew men inexperienced (0-5 
missions): +1 
Bomber at Low-Level: -1 
Poor or Bad Weather: +1 
Good or Very Good Weather: -1 
Target Zone: -1 
Caught in a Search Light: +1 
Second Night Fighter Nearby: -1 
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   If Night Fighter is Spotted: 

                 i) Roll on Night Fighter Position Table: 

   
NIGHT FIGHTER POSITION 

Position (e) (f) Altitude (a) (d) (f) 

D6 o’clock 1 2-4 5-6 

1 3 Low (c) Level (c) High (b) 
2 9 Low (c) Level (c) High (b) 
3 5 Low Level High (b) 
4 7 Low Level High (b) 
5 6 Low Level High (b) 
6 6 Low Level High (b) 

a) Defiants: -1 on Altitude Roll. (See also Note d).) 
b) Defiants are not in an Attack Position. 
c) Only Defiants in an Attack Position. 
d) He 111 on Low-Level: +1 on Altitude Roll. Defiants will be 
   at level if result is low.  
e) Radar equipped Blenheim or Beaufighter: +2 on Position. 
f) Successive Attacks: +2 on Position roll, -2 on Altitude roll –   
   if at Low-Level, Night Fighter crashes, unless Veteran or Ace. 

     

                  ii) Bomber may fire. 

                                  iii) Bomber Pilot may fly Evasive Action. 

                  iv) Night Fighter Offensive Fire. If bomber  

                                                                                      is evasive To Hit is –2. 

                   v) Check for Successive Attack. 

 

   Night Fighter Successive Attack 

   A Night Fighter will only make a Successive Attack   

if the bomber is on fire or has extinguished a fire 

after  the previous attacks, or if it is still in contact 

with the bomber: 

 
NIGHT FIGHTER SUCCESSIVE ATTACK 

D6 No Radar  D6 Radar 

1-5 Contact lost. 1-2 Contact Lost 
6 Contact – Continue with 

Successive Attack. Roll on 
Night Fighter Position. 

3-6 Contact – Continue with 
Successive Attack. Roll on 
Night Fighter Position. 

Die Roll Modifiers: 
Bomber on fire or has extinguished a fire: Contact – Successive Attack. 
Veteran or Ace Night Fighter: +1 
Bomber caught in Search Light: +3 
Bomber Evasive Action: -1 

 

 c. Surprise Attack Phase – Night Fighter Unspotted  

  i) Place Night Fighter: 

              Beaufighter – 6 Level 

              Blenheim – 6 Level 

              Hurricane – 6 High 

              Gladiator – 6 High 

              Defiant – 6 Low 

  ii) Night Fighter Surprise Attack: 

   * +1 To Hit Bomber or for Beaufighter, one extra roll  
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                                                                    on Heavy Flak for the 20mm Hispano. 

  iii) Bomber may fire. 

  iv) Bomber Pilot may fly Evasive Action. 

  v) Night Fighter normal Offensive Fire. 

  vi) Passing Shots – if bomber is not in Evasive Action. 

  vii) Check for Successive Attack. 

  viii) When all combat is finished, check for Mechanical Failures  

                                                    and move into the next Zone. 

 

B-2 Zone – Target Zone 

1. Enter the Zone and if Weather from Mission Briefing is Fair, Poor or Bad, roll for    

    weather changes. 

2. Search Light Phase (D6): 

                                             1-4: No effect. 

5-6: Bomber caught in Search Light: Table B-2 NIGHT is     

       +2. Flak is one extra roll on Flak To Hit. 

        3. Fighter Phase: 

                       – Roll on Table B-2 NIGHT. If Night Fighter is near follow the Combat  

                          Steps from above. 

 

        4. Flak Phase: 

– Roll on Flak To Hit. (One extra roll on Flak To Hit if caught in a Search      

    Light.) 

 

        5. Bomb Run: 

                      – Roll on Bomb Run and Accuracy. 

 

        6. Mechanical Failures and turn around in the Target Zone. 

 

        7. Optional: Search Light Phase. 

 

        8. Optional: Flak Phase. 

 

        9. Fighter Phase. 

 

      10. Mechanical Failures and move into the next zone.
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He 111P-1 ~ H-3 
NM-2 ATTACKING NIGHT FIGHTER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roll Fighter Types 

 JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 

 11 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Beaufighter (c) (d) (e) Beaufighter (Rad) (f) 
12 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Beaufighter (c) (d) (e) Beaufighter (Rad) (f) 
13 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim IF (c) Beaufighter (Rad) 
14 Blenheim  Blenheim  Defiant (d) Beaufighter (Rad) 
15 Blenheim  Blenheim Defiant (d) Beaufighter (Rad) 
16 Blenheim (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Defiant (d) Beaufighter (Rad) 
21 Blenheim (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim Beaufighter (Rad) 
22 Blenheim (a) Blenheim (a) Blenheim (Rad) Beaufighter (Rad) 
23 Blenheim (a) Blenheim (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Defiant (a) 
24 Blenheim (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Defiant (a) 
25 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Beaufighter (Rad) 
26 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (a) Beaufighter (Rad) (c) 
31 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim (Rad) (c) 
32 Blenheim (Rad) (a) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim (Rad) (c) 
33 Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim (c) Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim (Rad) 
34 Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim  Blenheim (Rad) (f) 
35 Blenheim  Blenheim (Rad) (c) Blenheim Blenheim (Rad) (f) 
36 Blenheim  Blenheim  Blenheim  Blenheim  
41 Blenheim  Blenheim Beaufighter (c) (d) (e) Blenheim   
42 Blenheim  Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim 
43 Blenheim  Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim (Rad) Blenheim   
44 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane (f) 
45 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane (f) 
46 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane (f) 
51 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane 
52 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane 
53 Hurricane (b) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) 
54 Hurricane (b) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) 
55 Hurricane (b) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) Hurricane (c) 
56 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane 
61 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Hurricane Hurricane 
62 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Defiant (a) Defiant (a) 
63 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Defiant (a) Defiant (a) 
64 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Defiant (a) Defiant (a) 
65 Hurricane (b) Hurricane Defiant (a) Defiant (a) 
66 RANDOM EVENTS 

NOTE ON THE FIGHTERS: “Blenheim (Rad)” and  “Beaufighter (Rad)” has RADAR. “Blenheim” and 
“Beaufighter” is the same model but without radar. 

a)   Change to Hurricane in A- Area.  
b)   This fighter is a Blenheim in D-Area. 
c) This is a Gladiator in B- and E– Areas. 
d)   Change all to Blenheim in A- Area. 
e)   This is from 29, 600 or 604 Squadron.  
f)    Change to Defiant in B- and E- Area. 
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Low-Level Missions 

In this variant only mining missions will be flown at low-level. When the He 111 is Out of 

Formation on a day mission the Player may choose to descend to low-level. The chance of 

meeting a fighter decreases, but a hit in the wrong place can be disastrous, and low-level flak 

and small arms may fire at the bomber. 

      

 Low-Level may not be used when the Target is a City, Port, Navy Base or Industry. 

 No Evasive Action allowed. 

 He 111 Table B-1 is –1. 

 Low-Level Flak and small arms may fire at the He 111 when over England or 

England-Water: 

a) After fighter B-1 roll, roll once again on B-1 without any   

    modifiers. 

i) If  a wave appears roll on He 111 Table G-2, Flak 

without any modifiers. 

ii) Roll on He 111 Table M-2, RAF Offensive Fire  

     for Flak To Hit. Roll three times. 

iii) If flak hits, roll on He 111 Table B-4 for each hit. 

iv) Roll on He 111 Table B-5, 6 LOW for each hit on   

     Table B-4. 

 Bomb Run is +2. 

 Damage and Pilot hit: 

 

Damaged Engine: Loosing an engine during a low level attack  

can be disastrous. Roll D6: 

 

1-3: Pilot controls the plane, Out of Formation for one turn. Bomb   

       Run is –1. 

   4: Pilot looses controls, must crash land, -5 on He 111 Tables 

      G-10 and G-11. 

   5: Pilot looses controls, must crash land, -8 on He 111 Tables 

       G-10 and G-11. 

        6: Pilot looses controls, plane dives and crashes. 

 

Veteran Pilot (11+ Missions): DR mod -1 

Runaway engine: DR mod +1 

Both engines damaged at the same time: DR mod +3 

 

Fuel Tank Fire: A fuel tank fire during a low level mission can be 

disastrous. On note i), BL-1, Wings, if the fire continues roll D6:    

                                  1-3: The wing is on fire, but the He 111 holds  

                                           together until the Pilot has reached a  

                                           safe altitude to bail out from. Roll on  

                                           He 111 Table G-6. 

                                  4-5: Tank explodes while climbing. Bail out  

                                           He 111 Table G-7. 

                                      6: Explosion. No bail out.  

 

Oxygen: No oxygen is needed on a low-level mission. Treat all 

hits to the Oxygen System as superficial hits. 
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Pilot Seriously Wounded or KIA: Roll 2D6 (if the Observer is  

Lightly Wounded at the same time the DR is –1): 2-7: Plane out of   

control and crashes. Crew is KIA. 8-10: Shallow dive, Observer  

takes control, out of formation for one turn, no bomb drop if on the  

Bomb Run. 10-12: Observer takes control, Bomb Run is –3.  

 Light Wound on Bomb Run: Bomb Run –1. 

 

Mining Missions 

There were often mining missions during the Battle of Britain. How these are reflected in He 

111: The Spade may not be very accurate:  

 

 Mining Missions are OPTIONAL. Treat as a Reconnaissance Mission (see below) 

when Target is Mines on the Target List, or re-roll Target. 

 Mining Missions will be flown only at night at low level and only in Good or Fair 

weather. 

 Bomb sight not installed. All hits to this system are superficial damage. 

 To Target: He 111 Table B-2 is +1 if caught in a Search Light. 

 To Target: Night Fighters in the Target Zone only if there is no Balloon Coverage. 

 To Target: Low-Level flak only if there is no Balloon Coverage. 

 If Bomb Release Mechanism is damaged, the He 111 must spend an extra turn in the 

Target Area to be able to drop the mines in the right spot. (No –3 mod for the 

damage.) 

 Bomb Run will be ON TARGET unless unmodified “1” is rolled on the Bomb Run. 

Mine sweepers will be quick to clear the area of mines and the mission is 

unsuccessful. 

 From Target: Low-Level Flak To Hit +1 if caught in a Search Light. 

 From Target: He 111 Table B-2 is +1 if caught in a Search Light. 

 Route from Target will be at low-level or climb to be able to fly Evasive Action. 

Player may decide. 

 

Reconnaissance Missions 

There were special reconnaissance units in the Luftwaffe which flew often dangerous 

missions over enemy territory. In The Spade it will be possible to fly Reconnaissance 

Missions with your bomber. You may choose to fly a Reconnaissance Mission anytime you 

like or let HQ decide for you. Roll D6: 1: Reccon Mission. 2-6: Normal Combat Mission. 

 

  Reconnaissance Mission Details 

 

 Roll on the Target List for the objective of your mission. 

 It will be a DAY mission. 

 NO BOMBS on board. (All damage references to the bombs or 

bomb release is treated as Superficial Damage or a hit to the 

system, but no effect. If bomb sight is damaged treat as if your 

camera has been destroyed. 

 You may choose to fly at Low-Level. 

 You are unescorted. 

 You fly alone, like you are out of formation and may use 

Evasive Action if not at low-level. 
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 You must spend two turns in the Target Zone. 

 Fly a normal Bomb Run each turn. Roll on He 111 Table O-4, 

Bomb Run. The only modifiers used is Observer Skill and Flak 

Hits. 

 If you score TWO ON TARGET your target has been 

confirmed. When you return to base, roll D6: 

  1-2: Your Gruppe has orders to fly 

          to the same target on your next    

          mission. Bomb Run will be +1. 

  3-6: Another unit will bomb the 

          target. Roll for new target for   

          your next mission. 

 

Burst Inside Plane 

All BIPs will automatically be KIA. 

 

 

Flying on One Engine 

The mission may be aborted. 

 

If an engine is shut off the He 111 must leave the formation and fly with an Out of Formation 

Status for the reminder of the mission and attacking fighters fire with a +1 To Hit Modifier. 

 

Bombs must be jettisoned immediately. If over the Target, Bomb Run is -2. 

 

If it is not possible to jettison the bombs, the crew must bail out on He 111 Table G-6 or land 

He 111 Table G-10 or G-11 at the end of the turn. 

 

No Evasive Action is allowed. 

 

If something causes drag (Bomb Bay Doors, Landing Gear, unfeathered prop) the He 111 

must go through two turns per zone. Die roll “10” Note j) Leakage of He 111 Table Bl-1, 

Wings is –2 or treat as one hit if Fuel Tank is already leaking. 

 

Landing with one engine operating is –4. 

 

 

Out of Formation 

When the He 111 is forced to leave the formation it leaves immediately after the initial or 

successive attack in which it was damaged. A plane forced out of the formation will meet the 

remaining attacks of the wave with an Out of Formation status. If there are more than one 

wave attacking the group, this plane will roll on Table B-3 for the remaining waves Out of 

Formation. 

 

A plane out of formation is subject to two Successive Attacks because it no longer has the 

protection offered by the rest of the bombers. If the He 111 is forced out of the formation after 

the first Successive Attack then it will meet the last with an Out of Formation status 

 

Fighter Cover and B-1 and B-2 modifiers on the Gazetteer will not change and the modifiers 

for RAF Activity/Communications will still be in effect. 
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If a plane is forced out of formation due to flak damage, it will be able to stay in formation 

through the current turn. If was forced out of formation in the Target Zone, after bomb release 

it must meet the fighter waves with an Out of Formation status. 

 

If a plane is forced out of formation by fighters or flak damage, and must go through two 

turns due to wind drag or an engine off, it is out of formation in the current zone after the 

damage and be on its own over the target. 

 

If a bomber is slowed to two turns per zone it will be Out of Formation after the attack 

causing the damage and spend one more turn in the zone.  

 

Passing Shots Exchange 

In Basic Game Play, follow the original B-17: Queen of the Skies Passing Shot rule, but 

remember that there are two machine guns that may be able to fire at a passing fighter, the 

Dorsal AND Ventral machine gun. 

 

A fighter attacking from Level will not collide with the bomber when it passes. It will pass 

VERY close though. (There were accounts of fighters colliding with the bombers, but that 

detail is not covered in this variant.) 

 

In Advanced Game Play, fighters with a rear machine gun may fire a second time at the 

bomber. A fighter with a rear gun (Defiant and Blenheim) will fire a second time at the 

bomber after all Passing Shots. To Hit is 6 and damage is calculated on Vertical Climb on He 

111 Table B-4, Shell Hits by Area. 

 

There will be no Passing Shots at fighters attacking from a Vertical Dive or Climb. 

 

Oxygen 

It seems that the He 111 flew mostly on medium altitude missions, like the B-26 or B-25. I 

have not been able to find out if The Spade had oxygen and heat for the crew. In this variant I 

assume that there will only be Oxygen in the He 111 and it will be used when flying higher 

then 10.000 feet. (See He 111 Table G-4:5.) I have seen photos of crew men with what seems 

to be an oxygen mask, but I have no idea if it is used only for the intercom or oxygen. When 

flying lower than 10.000 feet no oxygen is needed so all hits to these systems will be 

superficial damage. As an option, should an oxygen fire occur at a lower altitude, treat it 

either as a superficial damage or a fire which must be extinguished. 

 

Greenhouse Plexiglas 

The He 111 models in this variant all have a glassed in nose and cock-pit. Crew-men can be 

wounded by sharp, flying pieces of Plexiglas when the greenhouse is hit. As an option to DR 

“8” and “9” on He 111 Table P-1, Nose/Pilot Compartment: Roll D6: 1-5: Plexi hit. (1
st
 hit: 

No effect.   2
nd

 hit: Landing roll on Table G-10 and G-11 is –1. Bomb Run is –1.) 6: Plexi hit 

and all crew men wounded by glass. Roll for wound on Table BL-4, DR -2. (e, f, g) 

 

Dive Bombing 

Dive bombing by the Luftwaffe had been successful in Spain and first 10 months of World 

War Two. They tried it again during the Battle of Britain, but the famous dive bomber named 

Stuka, the Ju 87, was now too weak to contend with the agile RAF Fighters. It was no match 

for the Hurricanes and Spitfires with its two 7.92 mm machine guns in the wings and a single 
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7.92 machine gun manned by a gunner in the rear of the cock-pit. The Stuka was withdrawn 

from combat in the West toward the end of August 1940 after heavy casualties, but continued 

to serve in the East as a dive bomber and later also as a successful Tank Buster with two 37 

mm cannons. It also operated in the Mediterranean as a dive bomber. 

  

Dive Bombing in He 111: The Spade: 

  * Ju 87s will dive bomb. 

  * Ju 88 may chose to dive bomb. 

  * Day mission only. 

  * Weather may not be BAD. 

  * Altitude must be higher than Low-Level in the Target Zone. 

  * Dive Bombing may not be used when the Target is a City, Port,      

                                              Navy Base or Industry. 

  * He 111 Table B-2 is +1. 

  * Flak To Hit is one additional roll on He 111 Table O-1. 

  * Bomb Run is +2. 

  * Modified “6” or higher on He 111 Table O-4 is +35% Damage. 

  * Bomb Run vs Ships is -1 

  * If Damage is 75% or higher the Ship is sunk. 

  * 500kg (1000 lbs) bomb is +25% Damage. 

  * Bomb Run vs Tanks, Trucks, Cars is –2. If On Target it is  

                                              destroyed. 
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YOUR ANTAGONISTS 

 

Boulton Paul Defiant MK I 

These fighters had no forward armament, only a turret with four .303 behind the pilot. They 

were not successful as day fighters and were removed from the day fighter role just days after 

their first encounter with Me 109s. They became more efficient as night fighters shortly 

thereafter. In this He 111 Variant, the Defiant will be encountered as both day and night 

fighters, though only for a brief period as day fighters. 

 
A Boulton Paul Defiant Mk 1 in 141 Squadron markings 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/bob1940/92to152.html 

 

 
The 151 Squadron changed from the Hurricane to the Defiant toward the end of the Battle of Britain and used it 

as a Night fighter.  

 

The Defiant in He 111 as a Day-Fighter:  

1. It will appear only in July 1940 in 11 Group C-Area. Replace the Hurricanes or 

Spitfires on He 111 Table B-3 with the Defiant in the “DEFIANT” column when 

ordered to by the Wave #. Example: Wave #23 is a Spitfire at 5 Low, but in 11 Group 

C-Area change it to a Defiant at 3 Level. 

2. Fighter Cover vs the Defiant is +2. 

3. It hits with +1 on Table B-4. (Only four .303 but close together.) 

4. It can fire again during the Passing Shots Fire Phase, after the He 111 – To Hit 6. Roll 

on Vertical Climb on He 111 Table B-4, Shell Hits by Area. 

5. No He 111 Passing Shots will be made at or from the Defiant when it attacks from a 

Vertical Dive.  

6. If the Defiant miss To Hit during the first attack, but hits during the Passing Shots 

Exchange, it will make a Successive Attack. 

 

 

Gloster Gladiator 

The Gladiator was a double-decker and vulnerable to the more modern German fighters. It 

was not successful and was used mostly at night in the Portsmouth area. Armament was four 

.303 machine guns. There were two Gladiator squadrons involved in the Battle of Britain, the 

247 Sqd (former Fighter Flight, Sumburgh), which moved from Scotland toward the end of 

July to the Portsmouth area,  and the 804 Naval Sqd operating in the waters between England 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/bob1940/92to152.html
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and Norway. The latter squadron will not be included in this He 111 Variant at this stage, but 

247 Sqd will be met when it patrols the Portsmouth area.  

 

 
 

The Gladiator in He 111 as a Day-Fighter:  

1. It will appear only in July and August 1940 as a day fighter in 10 and 11 Group B-

Area. 

2. Fighter Cover vs the Gladiator is +3. 

3. He 111 To Hit vs the Gladiator is +1. 

4. Gladiator vs Bomber Damage is –1 on Table B-4. 

5. He 111 Damage vs the Gladiator is +1. (See Table M-1 for details.) 

 

Fairey Fulmar 

The Fulmar was a two seat Navy fighter. Pilot in front and navigator/observer behind. 

Armament was eight .303 machine guns in the wings. One of the first squadrons to be 

equipped with the Fulmar was 808 Sqd in July 1940. It may not have been operating during 

the Battle of Britain to any greater extent at all, but in He 111 it will be possible to meet some 

Fulmars on missions to South West England. 

 
A Fairey Fulmar Mk I in 808 Squadron markings 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/804to808.html 

 

 

The Fulmar in He 111:  

1. It will only appear in 10 Group C-Area. 

2. Fighter Cover vs the Fulmar is +2. 

3. He 111 To Hit vs the Fulmar is +1. 

4. He 111 Table M-5 Royal Air Force Fighter Pilot Status is –2. 

5. Damage vs the He 111 is +1 on Table B-4. (The .303s are close together.) 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/804to808.html
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Hawker Hurricane 

This one does not need a lengthy introduction. It was the backbone of the RAF at the time and 

there were more Hurricane Squadrons than Spitfire. It was dangerous to the enemy in the 

hands of a skilled pilot, but a little tougher to handle for a less experienced one. When 

Spitfires dealt with the German fighters, the Hurricane took on the bombers for which it was 

more suitably fitted. 

 

 
 

The Hurricane in He 111:  

1. Fighter Cover vs the Hurricane is +1. 

2. Make a separate Fighter Cover Roll on POOR Column vs each Hurricane Veteran or 

Ace. (Do not add the Fighter Cover vs the Hurricane modifier from 1 above.) 

3. Damage vs the He 111 is +1 on Table B-4. (The .303s are close together.) 

 

 

Supermarine Spitfire 

This famous plane does not need a lengthy introduction either. During the Battle of Britain it 

was the Mk I which “bore the brunt of the fighting.” This model had eight .303 in the wings 

and had armor added in the cock-pit, the wings and a bulletproof wind screen. 19 Squadron 

received the Mk Ib with two 20 mm cannon in the wings, but there were many problems with 

this weapon at this time and they were used only for a brief period.  
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The Spitfire in He 111:  

1. MG fire vs the Spitfire is -1. 

2. Spitfire To Hit the He 111 is +1. (Due the much slower bomber.)  

 

 
A Supermarine Spitfire Mk 1 in 19 Squadron markings 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/1to25.html 
 

Bristol Blenheim IF 

In modern terms it was slow and easily defeated by German fighters, but it had range. It was 

more successful as a night fighter than a day fighter for which it was at first intended. 600 

Squadron had some of its fighters equipped with radar in July 1940 and the first “radar 

victory” came in the beginning of July 1940 when a Do 17 was shot down. It has four .303 

machine guns in a belly pod and two .303 in a dorsal turret. 

 

 
 

The Blenheim in He 111:  

      1.   It will only appear as a night fighter. 

      2.   It hits with +1 on Table B-4. (Only four .303 but close together.) 

3. It may fire again with its rear turret during the Passing Shots Exchange Phase, after the 

He 111 – To Hit 6.Roll on Vertical Climb on He 111 Table B-4, Shell Hits by Area (-1 

hit.)  

4. Only a few will have radar. On He 111 Table NM-2 Attacking Night Fighter, 

“Blenheim” is without radar, while “Blenheim (Rad)” is equipped with radar. 

 
 

New Weapon in He 111: The Spade  – The Hispano-Suiza 20 mm cannon 

This was a dangerous weapon in the nose of the Beaufighter. Only a short, well-placed burst 

could bring an enemy down. To reflect the Hispano 20 mm B-17: Queen of the Skies – He 

111: The Spade follow these guidelines:  

 

1. If your bomber is hit, roll To Hit for the .303 normally and then To Hit for the 20 mm 

on Table O-1, Flak To Hit. Roll twice on Heavy Flak. If fighter is FCA: -1 roll. If 

FBOA: One roll on MEDIUM FLAK. (See my coming NEW game for the 

Rheinmetall-Borsig MK108 30 mm cannon…) 

2. For each hit, roll on He 111 Table O-2, Effect of Flak Hits – For each hit, all damage 

will be in the same compartment. A Burst Inside Plane is a BIP. 

3. Roll on Table B-5, Area Damage from the correct Attack Position. 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/Bob1940/1to25.html
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4. Superficial Damage on He 111 Table B-5 is Superficial Damage. (The cannon shells 

go right through or only touches the wings or fuselage.) 

5. If  “4,” or “12” is rolled on Table O-2, the fighter is out of ammo for the 20 mm after 

the current attack. It will not make any Successive Attacks. 

6. Veterans and Aces roll once extra on Flak to Hit, unless FCA (-1) or FBOA (-2). 

 

Bristol Beaufighter MK IF 

The Bristol Beaufighter began to phase out the Blenheim in September 1940 when it became 

operational. It was faster and had heavier armament. Four 20 mm Hispano Suiza cannons in 

the nose compared to the four .303 machine guns of the Blenheim. When the Beaufighter 

appears in September it will be without radar. 

 

 
 

The Beaufighter in He 111:  

      1. It will only appear as a night fighter from October 1940. 

      2. It hits with two rolls on Heavy Flak To Hit, He 111 Table O-1. (Four 20 mm cannons.) 

      3. MG fire vs the Beaufighter is -1. 

      4. On He 111 Table NM-2 Attacking Night Fighter, “Beaufighter” is without radar, while  

          “Beaufighter (Rad)” is equipped with radar. 
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Special Squadrons 

Jagdgeschwader 26 is a variant by Bruce Peckham which covers this dangerous German 

fighter unit in B-17: Queen of the Skies. In He 111: The Spade it will be possible to meet 

two RAF units with more experienced or fanatic pilots, and there will also be a chance of 

meeting a green squadron. The green squadron will be 401 Squadron from the Royal 

Canadian Air Force. The more experienced unit is 19 Squadron with Spitfires and the fanatics 

is from 303 Squadron with pilots from Poland. 

 

 
19 Squadron in He 111: 

19 Squadron was the first unit to receive the Spitfire in 1938, two years before the Battle of 

Britain. They also used the Spitfire MK Ib with two 20mm Hispano and four .303 machine 

guns, but there were many problems with the cannon and they used it only for a short time. 

However… 

1. 19 Squadron in He 111: The Spade will have the Spitfire MK Ib with two 20 mm 

Hispano and four .303 machine guns. 

2. This unit will only be met in D-Area. Whenever a Spitfire or Spitfires appear on He 

111 Table B-3, roll D6: On a roll of 5-6 the Spits are from 19 Squadron. 

3. When 19 Squadron attacks, use the Spitfire modifications above plus: 

o -1 hit on Table B-4 (due to the lack of fire power in machine guns.) 

o and roll once on Heavy Flak for the Hispano: 

 If Fighter is FCA: Roll once on Moderate Flak. If Spit is FBOA 

no roll on Flak To Hit. 

 If  “2” “4,” “10” or “12” is rolled on Table O-2, the fighter is 

out of ammo for the 20 mm after the current attack. It will not 

use the cannon during the Successive Attacks. 

4. Pilot Status on He 111 Table M-5 is +2 
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303 Squadron in He 111: 

303 Squadron was formed and operational in the end of July 1940 with Polish evacuees. This 

unit will also represent two Czechoslovak squadrons and a second Polish squadron. The pilots 

will be fierce fighters and battle for their occupied homelands. 

1. 303 Squadron will use Hurricanes. 

2. This unit will only be met in D-Area. From August whenever a Hurricane or 

Hurricanes appear on He 111 Table B-3, roll D6 (Do not replace the Hurricane with 

the Gladiator, Fulmar or Defiant): On a roll of 5-6 the Hurricanes are from 303 

Squadron. 

3. When this unit attacks do not add the Fighter Cover vs Hurricane modification from 

the Hurricane details on page 23. 

4. Pilot Status on He 111 Table M-5 is +3 

 

 
401 Squadron in He 111: 

401 Squadron came from Canada in June 1940 with Hurricanes. They were not combat ready 

until the middle of August. The squadron had many casualties and were moved from the 

London area in the middle of October to Scotland. 

1. 401 Squadron will use Hurricanes. 

2. This unit will only be met in 11 Group C-Area. From August and in September 

whenever a Hurricane or Hurricanes appear on He 111 Table B-3, roll D6 (replace the 

401 Squadron with the Gladiator, Fulmar or Defiant when ordered): On a roll of 1 the 

Hurricanes are from 401 Squadron. 

3. Change the following Hurricane Modifications: 

* Fighter Cover vs 401 Squadron is +2. 

4. Pilot Status on He 111 Table M-5 is –4. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM  Magnus Kimura 

 

YB-40 Historical Campaign Part I and II 
Part I is a detailed campaign for YB-40 based on the real missions. Part II includes new YB-40 

Damage Tables, Table M-1 and M-3, several new tables and new targets and gazetteer, based on the 

period between May and August 1943. P- Tables and Table O-1 will be revised. 
 

The Tuskeegee Airmen - 332
nd

 Fighter Group 

Fighter Cover in the 15
th
 Air Force, based on the African-American Fighter Unit. They never lost a 

bomber they were escorting. 
 

Little Friends – Fighter Cover in the ETO 

Advanced Fighter Cover for B-17. 
 

58
th

 Bomb Wing 

B-29s in the China-Burma-India Theater April 1944 to March 1945. MUST OWN B-29 

SUPERFORTRESS. 

 

********************************************************************************** 

 

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR: 

 

B-26: The Marauder Strikes! – A new solitaire game like B-17: Queen of the Skies and B-29 

Superfortress. 

 

He 111: The Spade – B-17: Queen of the Skies Heinkel 111 Variant  

 

D-Company – Light Tank Scenarios in Patton’s Best. 


